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UDA 4 (Units 8/9/10) 
 
GRAMMAR 
- Prepositions of place and motion 
- Past simple(regular and irregular verbs- all forms) revision 
- Past continuous 
- Contrast past simple /continuous 
- Compounds of some/any/no/every 
- Possessive pronouns 
- Whose is/are…..? 
- Like and would like 
- Adverbs of manner 
-- Adjectives ending in -ed and –ing (difference in use) 
 
VOCABULARY 
-Personal details and description 
-Personality adjectives 
-Contrastive adjectives 
-Sports, hobbies and interests 
-Transport and travel 
-Shopping 
-At the restaurant 
-Professions 
 
FUNCTIONS 
-describing appearance and personality 
-talking about past events 
-expressing feelings 
-talking about temporary events in the past 
-asking for information 
-ordering in a restaurant 
-describing different means of transport 
-Asking for information 
-Ordering at a restaurant 
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UDA 5 (Units 11/12 and 13) 
 
GRAMMAR 
-Comparatives and superlative adjectives (regular and irregular) 
- Wh- words as subject or as object 
-Modals: Can, could, shall, should, may, might, will, would and verb expressions (be allowed to – be able to) 
-Modals present and past use 
-Present simple for future 
-Present continuous for future 
- going to structure for future 
 
VOCABULARY 
-parts of the body 
-health and illnesses 
-entertainment 
-adjectives of opinions 
-places in town and in the countryside 
-schools subjects 
 
FUNCTIONS 
-making comparisons 
-talking about location 
-asking for and giving opinions 
-talking about future plans and arrangements 
-talking about intentions 
-expressing personal opinions about the future 
-talking about the weather 

      

 

ELECTRONICS 

 

UDA 4: 

- Unit 2 Electric circuits (più fotocopie): a simple circuit, types of circuits, tools (p.20,21,22,24) 

 

UDA 5: 

- Unit 10 Computer hardware: types of computer, the computer system, input/output devices  

(from p.124 to p.127) 
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